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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Topographic mappings are neigborhood preserving transformations between two-dimensional data 
structures. Mappings of this type are a general means of information processing in the vertebrate 
visual system. In this paper, we present an application of a special topographic mapping, termed the 
inverse perspective mapping, for the processing of stereo and motion. More specifically, we study a class 
of algorithms for the detection of deviations from an expected "normal" situation. These expectations 
concern the global space-variance of certain image parameters (e.g., disparity or speed of feature mo- 
tion) and can thus easily be implemented in the mapping rule. The resulting algorithms are minimal 
in the sense that no irrelevant information is extracted from the scene. In a technical application, we 
use topographic mappings for a stereo obstacle detection system. The implementation has been tested 
on an automatically guided vehicle (AGV) in an industrial environment. 
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Figure I: a. Perspective view. b. Inverse perspective view. c. Imaging geometry. 
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Figure 2: a. Flow field of the projected image, b. Flow of the mapped image, c. Mapped velocity as 
a function of elewtion (c£ Eq. 2). 
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Figure 3: Normal stereo imaging geometry: a. Cylindric iso-disparity surfaces, b., e. Left and right 
view of an o b s t ~  ~ 
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Figure 4: Stereo Imaging geometry with inverse perspective mapping, a. Planax iso-dlsparity surfaces. 
b., c. Stereo pMr mapped to a common 'cyctopean' plane. 

2 Inverse Perspec t ive  Mapp ing  

Inverse perspective mappings project the image of a scene onto a plane different from the image plane 
while retaining the center of projection. An important application of the inverse perspective mapping 
is to undo the perspective distortion with respect to a certain flat visible surface of which the relative 
altitude is known (Fig. la,b). For camera coordinates ] := {u, v, w}, the inverse perspective mapping 
Q:  (u', v') ~-+ (~', y ' ) is  given by 

y, := (1) 
usu' + v~v' - w3] u2u' + v~v' w2y ' 

By construction, the composition of perspective mapping 79r onto the image plane and the inverse 
perspective mapping Q from the image plane to the horizontal plane is identical to the projection 
through the camera nodal point onto the horizontal plane. It is only this projection Q o 7~z that we 
need to discuss in the applications: Q o 7~x(p) = 79~,(p) -- -h /pa (p t ,  p2) r. 

3 Body-Sca l ed  Obstacle Detec t ion  f rom the  Mapped  Velocity Field 

If a mobile robot is moving in the horizontal plane at a constant translation m, a stationary 3D point 
r will move with a motion vector dr~dr = - m  relative to. the camera frame. In the image plane, 
the projected motion vector W} at the projection of r is determined by W}(7~(r)) := d79x(r)/dt = 
-J~,x(r) • m, where JT,~ denotes the Jacobian of the perspective projection (Fig. 2a). In inverse 
perspective mapping, J ~  is replaced by J~'~r. Since egomotion is bound to the plane (m3 = 0), the 
mapped velocity field W~ becomes: 

w ~ = r  3 m~ ; IIW.~ll Ilmll, (2) 
where elev. := h + rs is the elevation of the point r above the ground plane, i.e., its importance as an 
obstacle. (Note that rs < 0 in typical cases.) From here, it is easy to detect the obstacle by a local 
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Figure 5: a. Interlaced representation of cyclopean view. b. In the difference imag% the obstacle 
stands out clearly, c. An automatically guided vehicle equipped with a visual navigation system 

4 Zero Dispar i ty  Mapp ing  for Obstacle Detec t ion  

For a stereo camera system with the cameras aligned so that the optical axes intersect in some point 
of fixation, points with constant disparity correspond to horopter surfaces in space (Fig. 3a). The 
cylindric iso-disparity surfaces can be transformed into parallel planes if we map both the left and 
the right image to a common 'cyclopean' plane (Fig. 4a). More specifically , it can be shown that for 
camera nodal points N/~, Nz, the disparity d in the cyelopean image becomes: 

d = ]e l ev / (h -  elev)[. IINR - N~][ ; elev : :  h +Ps. (3) 

Eq. 3 shows that disparity in the mapped image depends only on the z-component of the imaged point. 
By choosing other mapping functions, different 3D-surfaces can be made 'horopter'-surfaces, as well. 

Our general approach to visual obstacle detection is to devise an economical test of whether ~he 
image region of interest contains visible objects other than the floor the robot moves on. For automat- 
ically guided vehicles (AGVs) that operate on fiat floors in an industrial environment, applying the 
inverse perspective mapping to stereo images offers a powerful alternative to the (monocular) flow field 
approach. Considering the case when no obstacles are present, two cameras pointing towards the floor 
will "see" the same picture in the binocular field of vision, exept for a difference in the perspective. 
Knowing the camera calibration parameters we apply an inverse perspective mapping to both images, 
projecting the two views into one central cyclopean view. 

We denote by QL and QR the left and right inverse perspective maps. Let p~ and p~ denote the 
left and right image of a 3D-point p. If Ps = -h ,  both images are mapped onto the same point p~ in 
the central view: 

-1/2(81, ..q2) T -~ eL(P~) = P~:/ = 1//2(81, *~2) T -~- Q~(P~) (4) 

Fig. 3a,b shows a stereo pair taken by the camera system mounted on our AGV, called VISOCAR 
[2] (Fig. 5c). Fig. 4b,c show the cyclopean images corresponding to the left and right views from 
Fig. 3b,c. Local mismatches of the two mapped images indicate possible obstacle locations. An 
interlaced representation of the stereo pair can be used to perform a test of expected correspondences 
(Fig. 5a). In the technical application, we simply compute the difference of the mapped images, followed 
by a threshold operation which yields an image segmentation into "free space" (black) and "suspicious 
regions" (white), cf. Fig. 5b. 
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